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Murder on Gramercy Park
This is a riveting book for anyone who wants to know how safe their medical care
really is. If you have been harmed or unimproved by medical therapies, you will be
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enlightened and relieved by the straightforward answers in this book. Dr Daniels
clearly explains how Board Certified Doctors who are following the Standard of
Care, Murdered 759,766 patients in the United States in 2011. She reveals her
observation of medical harm during her years of medical education, Family
Practice Residency Training and Community Medicine practice. Dr Daniels' refusal
to participate in the murder of patients was the basis of her evolving interest in
Alternative Therapies. Dr Daniels' triumph in embracing the concept of Holistic
Health led her to focus on reducing drug violence as part of improving the health of
the community where her medical practice was located. This is a real eye opener.
Her medical practice was jeopardized when she foiled a 30million dollar bank heist.
You will have to read the book to get the rest of that story

Murder on Union Square
In Chinatown to deliver a baby, Sarah Brandt meets a group of women she might
otherwise never have come across: Irish girls who, after alighting on Ellis Island
alone, have married Chinese men in the same predicament. But with bigotry in
New York from every side, their mixed-race children are often treated badly, by the
Irish, the Chinese—even the police. When the new mother’s half-Chinese, half-Irish,
15-year-old niece goes missing, Sarah knows that alerting the constables would
prove futile. So she turns to Detective Sergeant Frank Malloy—and together they
begin the search themselves. And after they find her, dead in an alley, Sarah and
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Malloy have ample suspects—from both sides of Canal Street.

Murder on Lenox Hill
The instant #1 New York Times and USA Today best seller by Karen Kilgariff and
Georgia Hardstark, the voices behind the hit podcast My Favorite Murder! Sharing
never-before-heard stories ranging from their struggles with depression, eating
disorders, and addiction, Karen and Georgia irreverently recount their biggest
mistakes and deepest fears, reflecting on the formative life events that shaped
them into two of the most followed voices in the nation. In Stay Sexy & Don’t Get
Murdered, Karen and Georgia focus on the importance of self-advocating and
valuing personal safety over being ‘nice’ or ‘helpful.’ They delve into their own
pasts, true crime stories, and beyond to discuss meaningful cultural and societal
issues with fierce empathy and unapologetic frankness. “In many respects, Stay
Sexy & Don’t Get Murdered distills the My Favorite Murder podcast into its most
essential elements: Georgia and Karen. They lay themselves bare on the page, in
all of their neuroses, triumphs, failures, and struggles. From eating disorders to
substance abuse and kleptomania to the wonders of therapy, Kilgariff and
Hardstark recount their lives with honesty, humor, and compassion, offering their
best unqualified life-advice along the way.” —Entertainment Weekly “Like the
podcast, the book offers funny, feminist advice for survival—both in the sense of
not getting killed and just, like, getting a job and working through your personal
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shit so you can pay your bills and have friends.” —Rolling Stone At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.

Murder on Sisters' Row
When a childhood friend asks her to come to Denver, Colorado, and fill in for a
missing bridesmaid, professional psychic Abby Cooper, in desperate need of a
change of scenery, finds herself immersed in a matrimonial mystery when the
wedding party starts rapidly disappearing. Original.

Murder on Astor Place
The author of City of Lies returns to nineteenth-century New York City to find
Christmas in the air, a police detective and a midwife with love in their hearts, and
a wealthy widow accused of murder… Detective Sergeant Frank Malloy and Sarah
Brandt aren't the only ones who’ve recently tied the knot. Family friend Mrs. O’Neill
was delighted when her daughter, Una, wed the seemingly wealthy and charming
Randolph Pollock. But there’s a problem. Una was found cradling her dead
husband’s body. Rendered mute by the ordeal, she cannot explain what happened
and now stands charged with murder. Mrs. O’Neill would like Frank to investigate
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the case and save Una, yet with Frank and Sarah still on their honeymoon, it’s up
to the other members of their newly formed household to do some detective work.
But solving the mystery behind Pollock’s death means first discovering the truth
about who he really is

Killer Insight
When the affluent Lintons of Lenox Hill summon Sarah Brandt to examine their
teenage daughter, their worst fear is confirmed: she is with child. The pregnancy is
a mystery, however, as the young woman—mentally still a child herself—is never
left on her own and denies that any man has ever hurt her. It’s a delicate situation,
casting suspicion on those close to the Lintons, including their beloved minister,
the Reverend Oliver Upchurch. But as Sarah and a reluctant Detective Sergeant
Frank Malloy investigate, fate deals their inquiry a harsh blow. The reverend falls
dead during a service—poisoned by cyanide-laced wine in his chalice. Now, they
must not only uncover the truth behind the Linton girl’s pregnancy, they must
track down Upchurch’s killer before this entire sordid affair wreaks havoc on more
innocent lives…

Murder on Lexington Avenue
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From the author of In Farleigh Field Molly Murphy—Molly Sullivan, now that she and
Daniel are finally married—is bored. Having given up her detective agency when
she married, she now finds that her life is much less exciting, her days an endless
stretch of housekeeping and chores. But when Molly secretly attends a suffragist
meeting with her friends Sid and Gus and meets a shy, distracted woman who
claims to live in a haunted house, everything is about to change. Rhys Bowen's
short story The Face in the Mirror offers just the taste of mystery and mayhem fans
will need to tide them over until the next Molly Murphy novel.

Murder on Fifth Avenue
Midwife Sarah Brandt and police detective Sergeant Frank Malloy investigate the
arson murder of a wealthy industrialist, in a mystery set in turn-of-the-century New
York City.

Amusing Ourselves to Death
Turn-of-the-century New York City shines in the Gaslight mystery series. Midwife
and sleuth Sarah Brandt and Detective Sergeant Frank Malloy must protect Sarah's
mother from scandal after she tries to contact her dead daughter during a séance
that sends one of the attendees into the afterlife. But first, they have to determine
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how the woman was murdered in the pitch dark when all the suspects were holding
hands.

City of Schemes
No villain is safe in 1903 Egypt as feisty archaeologist Amelia Peabody embarks on
her ninth adventure. According to an ancient Egyptian papyrus, dreaming of a
large cat means good luck. And that's just what Amelia Peabody could use, as her
growing family matures in the new century. What's more, Amelia's dashing
husband Emerson has received a mysterious warning not to enter the Valley of the
Kings. To Emerson's annoyance, Amelia's meddling distracts her attention as she
exposes a fraudulent spiritualist, saves a marriage, and plays matchmaker. But
diabolical forces are at work when an unknown tomb reveals a shocking murder -and the Peabody family dodges bullets from an assassin determined to put an end
to their discoveries.

Murder on St. Nicholas Avenue
"When midwife Sarah and detective Frank Malloy's friend and new partner Gino
Donatelli is accused of murder, he and Sarah must catch the real killer to keep him
alive, in this enthralling, new novel in the USA Today bestselling Gaslight Mystery
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series. . . . A Gaslight Mystery A young woman is missing in the upper Manhattan
neighborhood called Italian Harlem, and everyone knows whoʼs responsible-the
Black Hand, a notorious group known for terrorizing their own community with
violence and kidnappings. Gino and Frank set out to learn more about the
disreputable gang and soon find a lead: a saloon-owning gangster named Nunzio
Esposito. Gino hates that a fellow immigrant would stoop so low and decides to
confront his wayward countryman. But he quickly discovers the man can't be
reasoned with-because he's been murdered. The police have only one suspect:
Gino Donatelli. Frank and Sarah know Gino is no killer, but someone has pulled out
all the stops to make it look like he is guilty. They also must now face the Black
Hand, who are honor-bound to avenge the death of one of their own. With
evidence mounting against their friend and a group of bad guys out for blood,
Sarah and Frank race to unravel a treacherous plot before Gino's time runs out. . .
"--

The Penguin Book of Gaslight Crime
Sarah Brandt and Sergeant Frank Malloy investigate the murder of a charitable
lady of means who rescued a prostitute and her newborn.

The Gaslight Effect
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Elizabeth Miles is preparing for her wedding to Gideon Bates, when a menacing
shadow from her past threatens to destroy the life she has built for herself in this
all-new Counterfeit Lady Novel from USA Today bestselling author Victoria
Thompson. The Great War is over, and Elizabeth and Gideon are busily planning
their wedding and welcoming home old friends now discharged from the army. One
of them, Captain Logan Carstens, the son and heir of a wealthy family, seems less
than happy to be home and with good reason. While Logan was in France, he fell in
love with a beautiful French woman named Noelle. He desperately wanted to
propose, but he was already engaged and felt bound to honor his commitment.
When Logan receives a letter supposedly from Noelle begging for money to help
her flee the terrible conditions in France and come to America, Elizabeth is
suspicious. There is no way to verify the letter is actually from Noelle, and she
fears that a con man or woman might be trying to take advantage of Logan in his
vulnerable state. But that is not all Elizabeth has to worry about. Vicious thug
Oscar Thornton has gotten wind of her wedding announcement and realizes the
woman who conned him is still alive and well. Gideon and Elizabeth have to figure
out a way to help their friend while making sure their worst enemy does not
destroy their future. . . .

Murder on Amsterdam Avenue
Following a routine delivery in a rooming house, turn-of-the-century midwife Sarah
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Brandt discovers that another boarder, a young girl, has been murdered and,
despite the hindrance of the girl's powerful family, joins forces with Sergeant Frank
Malloy to find the killer before he can strike again. Original.

Her Royal Spyness
About the book . . . Dan Delaney grew up in New Jersey and went to Princeton
before entering the Army when Pearl Harbor was attacked. After an extensive tour
of duty during and after World War II, he discovers his roots and takes a position as
a detective in Dublin. He is nearly sixty when he is finally promoted to Police
Commissioner of Dublin, Ireland and soon thereafter, gains a far-reaching
reputation for solving complicated double murder cases. In the case of The
American Murders, Dan is called to the States to help solve two murders in the
Tampa - St. Petersburg area of Florida, but before he even takes off from Dublin,
another request takes him into Cleveland, Ohio where a bank vice president and a
low level bookie are both presumed dead. All of the murders stem from postCapone connections when bootlegging and racketeering openly controlled U.S.
cities. This story picks up in 1961 when gangs and protection still poisoned
American cities, but the giants of the past and their mafia partnerships have
splintered, moved underground, and corrupted the operations of local
governments and businesses. Once again, the persistent Irish sleuth pulls the
missing pieces together and uncovers the strange connections that exist among all
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the murder victims.

Murder in Chelsea
Barbra Reifel, former wife of notorious Body Snatcher Michael Mastromarino, has
appeared on Oprah, Nancy Grace, ID Discovery, and Lifetime. Never before has her
raw account been laid so bare. Fairytale shattered, deceit and danger beyond her
wildest nightmares, betrayal, addiction, abuse, ultimate crime, and utter
destruction beyond reason—her riveting story is one of so many. To survive,
protect her children and family, and combat the monster who was her husband,
Barbra evolved…a dreamer turned badass, playing his game to the bittersweet
end.

Hard Times for These Times
When a newborn baby falls ill after a successful delivery, turn-of-the-century New
York midwife Sarah Brandt searches for the cause of the infant's mysterious illness,
an investigation that is linked to a scandal involving greed, betrayal, passion, and
murder. Original.

What Darkness Brings
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In the walk-in freezer, Gwen finds the missing store manager. Unfortunately, her
sampling knife is buried in his chest. Even worse, the handle is covered in Gwen's
Cheez Whiz fingerprints. She rockets to the top of the suspect list in two seconds
flat. Upon discovering a witness--the cleaning woman--Gwen is disappointed.
GERRY puts booze in her Thermos, lives in the store's attic, and bought her
dentures at a thrift store. She also refuses to tell the police what she saw. Gwen
and cashier CARMEN ROSALES unite to save Gwen from her worst nightmare:
having to pee in front of the other criminals in jail. Armed with $4.98 binoculars
and caramel macchiatos, Gwen and Carmen snoop, spy, investigate suspects, duckwalk through backyards, and outwit tyrannical management. Together, they must
discover who murdered the boss before the detective-with-an-agenda returns to
arrest Gwen.

Murder In Chinatown
Midwife Sarah Brandt joins forces with Detective Frank Malloy to clear the name of
banker Nelson Ellsworth, who has been accused of murdering his pregnant
mistress, in a mystery set against the backdrop of turn-of-the-century New York
City. Original.

The Gangs Of New York
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From the tenements to the town houses of nineteenth-century New York, midwife
Sarah Brandt and Detective Sergeant Frank Malloy never waiver in their mission to
aid the innocent and apprehend the guilty. Now, the latest novel in the
Edgar®-nominated series finds Sarah and Malloy investigating the murder of a
Knickerbocker club member who was made to pay his dues… Sarah Brandt’s family
is one of the oldest in New York City, and her father, Felix Decker, takes his
position in society very seriously. He still refuses to resign himself to his daughter
being involved with an Irish Catholic police detective. But when a member of his
private club—the very exclusive Knickerbocker—is murdered, Decker forms an
uneasy alliance with Detective Sergeant Frank Malloy to solve the crime as
discreetly as possible. Malloy soon discovers that despite his social standing, the
deceased—Chilton Devries—was no gentleman. In fact, he’s left behind his own
unofficial club of sorts, populated by everyone who despised him. As he and Sarah
sort through the suspects, it becomes clear to her that her father is evaluating
more than the detective’s investigative abilities, and that, on a personal level,
there is much more at stake for Malloy than discovering who revoked Devries’
membership—permanently.

Murder in Murray Hill
In turn-of-the century New York City, midwife Sarah Brandt and Detective Sergeant
Frank Malloy see birth and death--and even murder
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The American Murders
The week before Christmas, Inspector Gerald Witherspoon's staff prepares for the
long-awaited wedding of Betsy and Smythe. But when a middle-aged spinster is
killed in what looks like a random crime, the Inspector suspects otherwise. With
uncooperative witnesses, sulking relatives, and a second Christmas wedding, a
simple investigation seems as unlikely as catching St. Nick at work.

The Body Snatcher’s Wife
Sarah Brandt and Sergeant Frank Mallloy scour Victorian Manhattan to investigate
the death of a nursemaid who claims to know the birthmother of Sarah's daughter.

City of Lies
Herbert Asbury presents here a vivid and startling account of New York gangdom
from its beginning in Revolutionary times to comparatively recent days. Here are
the stories of the great gangs which terrorized the city and at times menaced its
very existence—from the Bowery Boys and the Dead Rabbits to the Gophers and
the Eastmans. Kid Dropper, Dopey Benny, Gyp the Blood and Owney Madden are a
few of the gangster luminaries described, not to mention such female evildoers as
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Gallus Mag and Sadie the Goat. Nor have the underworld’s lesser lights been
overlooked; for these pages are crowded with a host of gang warriors, pickpockets,
tong leaders, murderers, politicians, gamblers, prostitutes, dive-keepers and a few
would-be reformers. Mr. Asbury has created such a rich, factual background for this
chronicle of crime and gangsterism that the book gains considerable stature as a
revealing picture of New York City’s history through a century of frenzied growth
and expansion. Whether you read it as such or merely for amusement, it is a swift,
exciting experience.

Murder on St. Mark's Place
Widowed midwife Sarah Brandt teams up with Detective Sergeant Frank Malloy to
investigate the murder of her late husband, Dr. Tom Brandt, but what they
discover could destroy Sarah, as well as Malloy's hopes for building a new future
with her.

Murder on Pleasant Avenue
"New York, 1917. Elizabeth Miles makes a dangerous enemy when she cons a
brutal and greedy entrepreneur out of a great deal of money. With his thugs hot on
her trail, Elizabeth seizes the moment to blend in with a group of privileged women
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campaigning for women's' suffrage and an unlikely bond is formed"-- "--

The Last Camel Died at Noon
Bestselling author Peters brings back 19th-century Egyptologist Amelia Peabody
and her entourage in a delicious caper that digs up mystery in the shadow of the
pyramids.

The Lethal Dose
When a murder hits close to home, Frank finds himself in an unusual position--the
prime suspect in the latest installment of the national bestselling Gaslight Mystery
series Sarah and Frank Malloy are enjoying married life and looking to make their
family official by adopting Catherine, the child whom Sarah rescued and has been
raising as her daughter. The process seems fairly straightforward, but at the last
minute, the newlyweds discover that Parnell Vaughn, Catherine's legal father, has
a claim on the child, and his grasping fiancée is demanding a financial settlement
to relinquish parental rights. Even though exchanging money for a child is illegal,
Frank and Sarah's love for Catherine drives them to comply. When Frank returns
with the money and finds Vaughn beaten to death, all evidence points to Frank as
the culprit. A not-quite-famous actor with modest means, Vaughn seems an
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unlikely candidate for murder, particularly such a violent crime of passion. But
Frank soon uncovers real-life intrigue as dramatic as any that appears on stage.
Sarah and Frank enlist those closest to them to help hunt for Vaughn's killer as
Frank's own life--and the future of their family--hang in the balance.

Murder on Marble Row
In this Gaslight Mystery from the national bestselling author of Murder in Murray
Hill, midwife Sarah Brandt and Detective Sergeant Frank Malloy investigate foul
play in the secretive high-society world of nineteenth-century New York City… In
the midst of Sarah and Frank’s wedding preparations, Sarah accompanies her
mother on a condolence call to the Upper West Side, where Charles Fairfax, the
son of family friends, has died unexpectedly after suffering from a mysterious
disease. It is a tragic and all too common story—or so it seems. Charles’s father
asks to speak with Sarah privately. He believes his son was poisoned and would
like Sarah and Frank to look into the matter with the utmost discretion. Putting
their own personal affairs on hold, Sarah and Frank soon learn that not everyone
wants to know more about Charles’s death, particularly if he was murdered. As
they unravel secrets that reach back to the War Between the States, they also
discover that they are in the company of a very present danger…
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Murder on Bank Street
When Detective Sergeant Frank Malloy is assigned to investigate the murder of an
influential man in the deaf community-presumably because his own son is hearing
impaired-midwife Sarah Brandt lends a hand, only to find herself searching for a
killer in an unfamiliar world where those who can hear refuse to listen to those who
cannot.

Murder on Waverly Place
Aristocratic investigator Sebastian St. Cyr must find the true culprit and defend his
former lover, Kat Boleyn, when her husband is accused of the murder of a
notorious diamond merchant.

Stay Sexy & Don't Get Murdered
When a young mother who had delivered a new baby the day before is found dead
and accusations fly between the girl's Irish mother and her Italian in-laws, midwife
Sarah Brandt joins with Detective Sergeant Frank Malloy to unravel the truth.
Reprint.
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The Face in the Mirror
Read Michael Sims's posts on the Penguin Blog An exclusive collection-the firstever gathering of rogues from the gaslight era collected here for the first time: the
best crime fiction from the gaslight era. All the legendary thieves are presentArsène Lupin and A. J. Raffles, Colonel Clay and Simon Carne, Romney Pringle, Get
Rich Quick Wallingford, and the Infallible Godahl-burgling London and Paris,
conning New York and Ostend, laughing all the way to the bank. Also featured are
stories by distinguished writers from outside the mystery and detective genres,
including Sinclair Lewis, Arnold Bennett, H. G. Wells, and William Hope Hodgson.

Murder in Little Italy
Mrs. Jeffries and the Yuletide Weddings
Detective Frank Malloy is assigned to a new case - finding a missing woman who
had been responding to lonely hearts ads in the paper before she mysteriously
disappeared. Malloy knows the kind of drifters that use these ads to entice women.
Worse, he knows they are likely to do much more than just kidnap their victims.
Still trying to keep their relationship under wraps, Malloy seeks help from midwife
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Sarah Brandt. But as they delve deeper into a twisted plot that targets the city's
single women, it's their partnership that ends up in the greatest danger.

Seeing a Large Cat
Sarah Brandt, a midwife in turn-of-the-century New York City, has seen more than
her share of joy and sorrow, birth and death. Now she will see for the first time how
the squalor of the streets can breed madness and murder… The Prodigal Son
Mission on Mulberry Bend stands as a refuge for girls who otherwise would have to
live by selling the only thing they have of value—themselves. The work being done
there so impresses Sarah that she volunteers to help out however she can—with
clothes, with medical assistance, with the organization of a benefit dinner. And
when one of the girls is found dead and refused burial because of her former life,
Sarah’s passion for justice is aroused. Reluctantly, Sergeant Frank Malloy agrees to
look into the death, if only to keep Sarah from endangering herself by pursuing the
matter. But Sarah cannot be kept out of the investigation—and just as Malloy
feared, her attempts to find the cause of the unfortunate girl’s death in the
circumstances of her life put her in deadly danger—from an unexpected source…

Murder on Mulberry Bend
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Examines the ways in which television has transformed public discourse--in
politics, education, religion, science, and elsewhere--into a form of entertainment
that undermines exposition, explanation and knowledge, in a special anniversary
edition of the classic critique of the influence of the mass media on a democratic
society. Reprint.

Murder in the Bowery
The latest Gaslight Mystery from the bestselling author of Murder in Morningside
Heights finds Sarah Brandt and Frank Malloy searching for a connection between a
murdered newsie and a high society woman with dangerous habits. Frank Malloy’s
latest client is the well-dressed Will Bert. He’s searching for his brother, a newsboy
named Freddie, so he can share his new financial good fortune. Frank makes quick
work of the case and locates Freddie, but a happy reunion between brothers is not
in the cards. When Will’s name is mentioned, Freddie runs off—only to be found
dead a short time later. Suspicious, Frank tracks down Will who spins a tale of lust
and deceit involving a young society woman, Estelle Longacre, also recently
deceased. Frank can’t be sure if Estelle’s risky behavior and the company she kept
was to blame, or if her own ruthless family had a hand in her death. Frank will need
Sarah’s help to unearth the dark secrets of the wealthy Longacres and to discover
if there is a connection between Estelle and Freddie’s death. Together they must
navigate a perilous underground web of treachery to find the truth.
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A Sample of Murder
A study of the "gaslight effect" discusses this form of manipulation that
consistently puts the other person in the wrong and reveals what can be done to
overcome this behavior and determine if an unhealthy relationship can be
salvaged.

Murder on Washington Square
THE FIRST ROYAL SPYNESS MYSTERY! The New York Times bestselling author of
the Molly Murphy and Constable Evan Evans mysteries turns her attentions to “a
feisty new heroine to delight a legion of Anglophile readers.”* London, 1932. Lady
Victoria Georgiana Charlotte Eugenie, 34th in line for the English throne, is flat
broke. She's bolted Scotland, her greedy brother, and her fish-faced betrothed.
London is a place where she'll experience freedom, learn life lessons aplenty, do a
bit of spying for HRH—oh, and find a dead Frenchman in her tub. Now her new job
is to clear her long family name
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